Wild Animal Racing
Documentation
Welcome to the splantabulous1 world of Wild Animal Racing. The unique new racing game that
will blow your mind apart. Imagine a racing game where you can play as a giraffe, an elephant,
a zebra, a lion, a rhino or a hippo! Hard to imagine right? Well, now you don’t have to imagine it.
Because it’s right here in front of your very eyes brought to life with state of the art polygon
rendered graphics.
Controls
Wild Animal Racing is multicontrol based. You can use a mouse, keyboard, touchscreen or
joypad.
The keyboard controls are:
Player 1
Move
: WASD
Fire
: Ctrl/Alt
Jump
: Space
Player 2
Move
: IJKL
Jump
:U
Fire
: M

Online Multiplayer Troubleshooting
To connect to multiplayer do the following:
1) Click on the multiplayer button
2) Click on “Invite friends”
3) Choose a friend who also has Wild Animal Racing installed
4) Wait until their avatar appears in a box and the border turns green
5) Click on “Start Race”
If you are having trouble connecting with a friend...
1) Check you connected to the internet
2) Check you are logged in to the internet
3) Check your connection speed is fast (we recommend 3Mb/s or above)
4) Check your firewall
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A word did not exist in the English language to describe Wild Animal Racing and so one had to be
invented.

5) Try inviting the friend again
6) Close the game and try all steps again
7) It may be possible that the servers are down in which case please try again at a later
date or at a less busy time.
8) Connecting with friends in nearby locations (or even in the same house!) will be faster.
If all else fails… while it may be frustrating if “multiplayer” is not working, there is lots to enjoy in
Wild Animal Racing so please try again later. There is also the split screen mode which you can
enjoy with a friend in the same house. Just plug in two joysticks and away you go!
Movies
The more points you gain by competing in races the more movies you can unlock.2 Some of the
movies are actually physics based. As such they are more like digital performances which can
vary each time you see them. We like to use the phrase “digital theatre” to describe this.
More Documentation to Come...
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There is a way to UNLOCK all the movies after two hours of playtime. However , if we told you that would
spoil the fun!

